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I believe the hotel is the Airport Holiday Inn. Tilley is going to stay there also.Tilley tells me that the last flight 

out of Rochester on weekdays is at 5:25 P.M....please get me the last flight out on Friday, November 

7.Thanks.To: Tracy Shycoff/ARRBcc: Jeremy Gunn/ARRB From: Douglas Horne/ARRB Date: 10/16/97 08:06:36 

PMSubject: Travel to RochesterSteve Tilley was so positive today in his phone call to me about NARA's 

continuing preparations for the "Kodak Event" (w/JFK autopsy photographs and x-rays) that I now consider the 

event a "go," with only a few details to work out.I wanted to notify you now because I don't want to take a 

chance of NOT being on the same flight as Tilley and the other people from NARA.Please arrange the following 

reservations for me--since this is the flight Tilley intends to be on:U.S. Air from National to Rochester, 

departing National at 3:05 P.M. on Sunday, November 2, 1997;U.S. Air from Rochester to National Friday 

evening (8:00 or 9:00 P.M.), November 7.I suppose the same hotel David and I had last time would be fine--I 

just don't remember the name. They did have a gov't rate, although we had to remind them upon 

arrival.Problem:I would rather not rent a car. Why don't I just piggy-back on Steve's car for the 2.5 days he will 

be there (you see, he is going home mid-week)...so the only cab fare I will need in my advance will be 

Wednesday night through Friday night (5 trips, or approximately $130.00 extra in incidentals...the airport cab 

trip there is very expensive, and the trips to-from hotel and Kodak are about $ 25.00 a shot...but it's still 

cheaper than renting a car, and a lot less trouble.Please remember that I don't have any credit cards, so I will 

need an advance containing 100% of actual anticipated expenses.Purpose of travel: "Coordination of ARRB 

photographic consultations with Kodak." Thanks. I do not think any of this will change.
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